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YOUR HOME
Revive from Johnstone’s is designed with you in mind to
make refreshing your home quick, simple and easy.
Our range of project paints and waxes can be used to
revive tired furniture, transform outdated Kitchens and
Bathrooms, or to add a touch of personalisation to
items around your home.
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Achieving a new look for your home has never

Before

been easier, from upcycling your old furniture to

Gold

refreshing your kitchen, simply follow our quick
& easy how-to guides.

After

How-to transform your

Drinks cabinet

Cocoa Cream
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1

Lay down your protective

sheet (outdoors will help to
avoid any splashes damaging
your interiors).

2

Keep furniture upright laid on

top of the sheet.

3

If the surface is waxed or

polished, sand down to prepare
for painting.

4

Following the instructions on the

tin for application, use the large
paint brush to apply the Revive
Pale Grey Cupboard Paint to the
entire surface.

5

Let the paint dry a minimum of

30 minutes before applying a
second coat.

6

Using a pencil and ruler, draw

on lines in desired shape. Then
overlay with delicate tape,
leaving a slight gap where you
wish the lines to be.

7

Use the smaller paint brush to

apply the Revive Metallic Gold
paint where you wish the stripes
to be, stir the paint before
painting, following instructions
on the tin.

8

Leave to dry for at least one

hour before applying a second
layer of paint to make the gold
stand out.
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How-to transform your

How-to transform

Display cabinet

Before
After

Ochre
Dreams

1

Lay down your protective sheet (outdoors will help

to avoid any splashes damaging your interiors).

2

Keep cabinet upright laid on top of the sheet.


3

If possible, remove shelves and handles using

an appropriate screwdriver.

4

Ensure all surfaces are clean and dry and paint

is prepped as per the tin instructions.

5

Using a large paintbrush, paint the whole

cabinet exterior in Revive Cupboard Paint in
‘Deep Blue Gulf’, leave to dry for at least one
hour before applying a second coat.

6

Using a smaller brush, paint the inside of

the cabinet, including any shelves, using
Revive Cupboard Paint in ‘Ochre Dreams’.
Apply a second coat.

7

Use a new, small brush to paint the handles

using the Revive Gold Metallic Furniture Paint.

8

Once dry, put the cabinet back together.


Deep Blue
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White

Cocoa Cream

upboard
Paint in
Cocoa C
ream

1

Prepare by removing any handles

or hardware from cupboard
doors and empty the contents of
the drawers and cabinets.

2

Thoroughly clean your tiles

and cupboards with degreaser
followed by soapy water.

3

Protect glass and hinges using

masking tape and newspaper,
place down dust sheets
to protect your floors and
surrounding surfaces.

woo
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After

4

Apply tape to the edges of your

tiles to protect any painted
surfaces and worktops

5

Lightly sand your surfaces with

a fine waterproof sandpaper to
create a key

6

Painting your tiles - Following

the instructions on the tin, brush
a small amount of Revive Tile
Paint in White on each tile and in
a thin layer, avoiding drips and
running into the grout.

7

Painting your cupboards – Apply

Revive Cupboard paint in cocoa
cream with a mini roller, using a
paint brush to cut in any edges
and corners.

8

Allow 1-2 hours before applying

a second coat to your cupboards
and tiles. For best results, we
recommend using a clean foam
roller on your tiles after the final
coat is applied to smooth out
the finish and remove any
brush marks.

7
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CHAlKY FURNITURE PAINT
Revive Chalky Furniture Paint has been
specially formulated to cover almost any
surface without any preparation. It is easy
to apply and provides a tough and durable,
scratch resisting finish, meaning you can
transform the look of any project with
added protection - perfect for that
shabby-chic look

COLOURS

AVAILABLE

Dusty
Morning

Cushion
White

Cloudy Grey

Antique
Sage

Vintage
Duck Egg

Pink Cadillac

Teal Topaz

AVAILABLE

IN

750ML

finishing wax
TIP
If you’re after an
effortless smooth
finish, try using a
roller instead of
a brush.

Cushion
White

After completing your desired effect with Revive Chalky Furniture Paint,
complete and protect your work with these easy to use Revive Finishing Waxes.
Whether you’re looking for a smooth finish with the clear wax, or an aged effect
with the Sepia, it’s easy to mix and match to achieve great results.
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FINISHES

AVAILABLE

Vintage
Duck Egg

Clear

AVAILABLE
8

IN

Sepia

500ML
9

After

CuPBOARD PAINT
Bring new life to your kitchen in
just one day with Revive Cupboard
Paint, a quick and easy way
to transform Melamine & MDF
kitchen cupboards. This easy-touse formulation dries to a smooth
satin finish and can be applied
directly onto cupboard surfaces
with no need for a separate primer
or undercoat. Plus it is low odour,
which means there is minimal
disruption to your home.

Shadow Slate

Antique
Cream

Ochre
Dreams

Before

Top tips for painting

your CuPBOARDs
T here is no need to prime with
Revive Cupboard Paint, saving
you time and money! However, if
you are painting over a strong or
contrasting colour, you may need
to apply additional coats. Ensure
you apply each coat thin and
evenly, leaving 1-2 hours between
each coat.
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COLOURS

Shadow Slate

Pale Grey

IN

Cocoa Cream

Ochre
Dreams

Deep Blue
Gulf

AVAILABLE
10

F or a full kitchen makeover,
why not match or contrast
your tiles with Revive Tile
Paint, update cabinet handles
with Revive Metallic paint
and refresh your walls with
Johnstone’s Kitchen Paint.

AVAILABLE

Antique
Cream

White

Pale Grey

For best results, when painting
wooden surfaces use a small,
good quality paint brush to get
into any corners or grooves in the
wood grain. Finish with a mini
roller to achieve a smooth and
even finish. For melamine or other
smooth surfaces, a mini roller can
be used alone for the best finish.

750ML
11

After

TILE PAINT
Refresh tired and outdated
ceramic tiles with Revive Tile
Paint. This easy to use formula
dries to a gloss finish, and can be
applied directly onto tiles with
no need for a separate primer
or undercoat, making it easy to
refresh your kitchen or bathroom!

Before

Top tips to transform

YOUR Tiles

Pale Grey

T o minimise mess, start with the
top left tile, working horizontally
and then vertically to avoid
dripping paint onto freshly
painted tiles.
a small, good quality paint
Use

brush for any hard to reach areas,
such as behind taps, sinks and
pipework. Remember to cover any
hardware that you don’t want to
get paint on!

3

White

Why not get creative by using
masking tape to create different
shapes and patterns on your tiles?
Just be sure to remove the tape
whilst the paint is still tacky to
avoid peeling!
Once you’ve transformed your
tiles, use a non-abrasive cleaner
and a damp cloth for maintaining
and cleaning your tiles to avoid
damaging the finish.

COLOURS

Antique
Cream

AVAILABLE
12

AVAILABLE

IN

Pale Grey

750ML
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MetaLLic paint
Add a touch of luxury to your furniture and accessories with Revive
Metallic Paint. Create a rich shimmering effect on even the dullest of
surfaces by using this project paint for a smooth metallic finish, or use
alongside our Chalky Furniture Paint by layering and sanding for an
opulent distressed look.
Silver

Gold

TIP
You don’t have to
use Revive Metallic
Paint to cover the
entire piece, use it to
highlight elements.

Gold
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COLOURS

AVAILABLE

Silver

Gold

Want to add a touch of glamour
to your walls too?
Our Feature Wall Metallic range is
specially formulated to be used on walls
for an added luxury touch!

AVAILABLE
14

IN

750ML

Visit www.johnstonespaint.com to find out more
15

Visit our website
www.johnstonespaint.com
for more inspiration

PPG Architectural Coatings UK Limited,
Huddersfield Road, Birstall, Batley,
West Yorkshire, WF17 9XA. 01924 354354

Some stockists may not carry all Johnstone's finishes and colours. To avoid
disappointment, please consult your stockist prior to travelling. Every effort has
been made to accurately reproduce colour but for technical reasons connected
with colour reproduction and paint manufacture variations may occur.

